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Abstract
The Evaluation and Improvement of NDE Reliability
for Inservice Inspection of Light Water Reactors (NDE
Reliability) Program at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory was established by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to determine the reliabilityof current inservice
inspection (ISI) techniques and to develop recommendations that will ensure a suitably high inspection reliability. The objectives of this program include determining the reliability of ISI performed on the primary
systems of commercial light-water reactors (LWRs);
using probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis to determine the impact of NDE unreliabilityon system safety;

and evaluatingreliability improvements that can be
achieved with improved and advanced technology. A
final objective is to formulate recommended revisions to
the Regulatory and ASME Code requirements, based
on material properties, service conditions, and NDE
uncertainties. The program scope is limited to ISI of
the primarysystems including the piping, vessel, and
other components inspected in accordance with Section
XI of the ASME Code. This is a progress report coyering the programmatic work from April 1992 through
September 1992.
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5.1

Executive Summary 1
A multi-year program entitled the Evaluation and Improvement of NDE Reliability for Inservice Inspection
of Light Water Reactors (NDE Reliability) was established at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) to
determine the reliability of current inservice inspection
(ISI) techniques and to develop recommendations that
would ensure a suitably high inspection reliabilityif
fully implemented.

fundedPNL research results to improve the reliability of nondestructive evaluation/inservice inspection (NDE/ISI). The most significant accompli.shmentsincluded reviewing Appendices VII and
VIII, and preparing recommendations for improving some noted shortcomings. Also, T-435 was approvedby the Main Committee and the Board on
Pressure Technology Codes and Standards.

The objectives of this Nondestructive Examination
(NDE) Reliability program for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) include:
,

Determine the reliability of ultrasonic ISI performed on the primarysystems of commercial
light-water reactors (LWRs).

•

Use probabilistic fracture mechanics analysis to
determine the impact of NDE unreliabilityon
system se.fetyand determine the level of inspection
reliability required to ensure a suitably low failure
probability.

•

Evaluate the degree of reliability improvement
that could be achieved using improved and advanced NDE techniques,

•

Based on material properties, service conditions,
and NDE uncertainties, formulate recommended
revisions to Sections XI and V of the ASME Code
and the Regulatory requirements needed to ensure
suitably low failure probabilities,

*

Re-analysis of PISC-II Data. The objective of this
task is to determine the capability of U.S. ultrasonic inservice inspection of reactor pressure vessels. This objective is to be accomplished by utilizing data from PISC-II round robin trials, modelling, and limited experimental work to supplement
areas not adequately addressed by modelling or
round robin trials. All NRC comments on a draft
report were addressed and a new draft was submitted for PNL internal review.
Rpv Resear_:h. The objective of this subtask is to
track work currentlybeing performed under the
PISC-III program; particularly work conducted
under Actions 2 and 3. These actions provide
useful information concerning the capability to
inspect nozzles and dissimilar metal welds and will
begin to address techniques for accurate flaw sizing as well as the reliability of vessel inspections.
At this time, no results are available but these
studies are expected to provide useful data bases
and conclusions in the near future. Draft reports
will be made available to the PISC-III Management Board in early 1993.

The scope of the program is limited to the ISI of primary coolant systems, but the results and recommendations are also applicable to Class 2 piping systems.

NDE Reouiremen_.sfQrA_ng Plants. The ASME
Section XI rules and procedures for flaw evaluation were examined under this subtask. A draft
report was prepared. During PNL internal review,
it was discovered that additional input is needed
prior to sending to the NRC for review.

The program consists of three basic tasks: a Piping
task, a Pressure Vessel task, and a New Inspection
Criteria task. The major highlights during this reporting period were:
•

Pressure Vessel Activities

ASME Code Activity
Equipment Interaction Matrix. The objective of
this work is to evaluate the effects of frequencydependent equipment interactions and determine
equipment operating tolerance values for improving ultrasonic inspection reliability. A computer
model is being used to calculate flaw transfer

Participation in ASME Section XI activities contin_
ued toward achieving Code acceptance of NRC-

z_RFz_.
e_dsct
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functions and frequency-dependent
effects that
occur due to the interaction between inspection
equipment and worst-case flaws. Calculated values
are also being compared with experimental measurements to determine if other measurementrelated effects, not programmed into the model,
are significant enough for inclusion in the model.

tions of the pc-PRAISE code to predict leak and
rupture probabilities for piping in the low l.:essure
injection system and to predict the benefits 3f
alternative inspection scenarios on reducing these
probabilities.
•

During this reporting period, the computer code
CURVE was validated for a cylinder of very large
radius (10 m).
e

New Inspection

The objective of this work is to provide a rapid
response to urgent and unexpected problems as
they are identified by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES). The most significant accomplishment was a trip to review and assess the
NDE technologies in Czechoslovakia and Russia.

Criteria

Work continued on assessments of the adequacy
of existing ASME Code requirements for ISI and
on developing technical bases for improved ISI
requirements that will contribute to high nuclear
power plant component structural integrity. Development of a comprehensive probabilistic approach for improved inspection requirements
moved forward. A major focus of this effort has
continued to be participation in an ASME
Research Task Force on Risk-Based Inspection
Guidelines. During this reporting period, the
ASME Task Force has completed a document
specifically directed to light water reactor nuclear
power plant components "Risk-Based Inspection Development of Guidelines - Volume 2 - Part 1 Light Water Reactor (LWR) Nuclear Power Plant
Components," and publication as an ASME report
is scheduled for December 1992.

•

Cast Stainless Steel Inspection. The objective of
this subtask is to evaluate the effectiveness and
reliability of ultrasonic inspection techniques on
LWR components containing cast stainless steel
material. Far-side weld inspection is included in
the scope of this work since the ultrasonic field
passes through weld metal. Activities for this
reporting period included an investigation of low
frequency ultrasonic techniques inherently insensitive to macrostructural
effects, a fracture mechanics evaluation aimed at estimating "critical" dimensions of circumferential cracks in centrifugally cast
stainless steel (CCSS) primary pipe sections, and
investigating the feasibility of implementing "adaptive ultrasonics" to the inspection of coarse-grained
materials.
Surface Roughness. The objective of this subtask
is to quantify and develop requirements to limit
the adverse effects of surface conditions upon an
ultrasonic inspection. Very good agreement has
been found between the Center for Nondestructive

Improved strategies for inspecting the piping and
vessel components are being developed. Structural
reliability calculations have continued with applica-

Vol. 16

Piping Inspection Task
This task is designed to address the NDT problems associated with piping used in light water
reactors. The primary thrust of the work has been
on wrought and cast stainless steel since these
materials are harder to inspect than carbon steel.
However, many of the subtasks' results also pertain to carbon steel. The current subtasks are:
cast stainless steel inspection, surface roughness
conditions, field pipe characterization, and PISCIII activities.

Calculations have applied probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) to establish inspection priorities for
pressure boundary systems and components,
Plant-specific risk-based studies have been initiated
for the Surry Unit 1 Nuclear Power Station, with
the cooperation of Virginia Electric Power Cornpany. During this reporting period, the ranking of
components in the five remaining Surry-1 systems
continued with site visits to compile detailed plant
information and with analyses of the data from the
expert elicitation workshop held in February 1992
to estimate component rupture probabilities for
the five systems of interest.

NUREG/CR-4469,
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Evaluation (CNDE) model and PNL laboratory
measurements
for steps from 0 to 60 mils, 0° and
45* longitudinal, and 45 ° shear tests,

PISC lII. The objective of this subtask involves
participation in the PISC-III program to ensure
that the work addresses NDE reliability problems
for materials and ISI practices on U.S. LWRs.
This includes support for the co-leader of Action 4
on Austenitic Steel Tests (AST); providing a sector of the Hope Creek reactor pressure vessel
containing two recirculation system inlet nozlles;
coordination of the inspections to be conducted by
U.S. teams on the various actions; and input to the

Field Pipe Characterization.
The objective of this
subtask is to provide pipe weld specimens that can
be used for studies to evaluate the effectiveness
and reliability of ultrasonic inservice inspection
(UT/ISI) performed on BWR piping. The five
safe-ends removed from the Monticello nuclear
power station are no longer needed for any programmatic work, and processes to dispose of these
samples are under review to meet the new
requirements for disposal required by state and
federal agencies,

studies on reliability and specimens for use in the
parametric, capability, and reliability studies of the
AST. During this reporting period, the most significant thing accomplished was finalizing the
schedule for the USA teams for the cast-to-cast
and the cast-to-wrought capabilities studies.
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1.0 Introduction
The Evaluation and Improvement of NDE Reliability
for lnservice Inspection of Light Water Reactors (NDE
Reliability) Program at Pacific Northwest Labt_ratory
(PNL) was established to determine the reliability of
currentinservice inspection (IS1) techniques and to
develop recommendations that would ensure a suitably
high inspection reliability if fully implemented. The
objectives of this program for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) are:
•

o

•

•

Based on material properties, service conditions,
and NDE uncertainties,formulate recommended
revisions to Section XI of the Regulatory and
ASME Code requirements needed to ensure suitably low failure probabilities.

The scope of this program has been focused on the ISI
of the primarycoolant systems; however, the program
has been expanded to include all components where
structural failure can contribute significantlyto plant
risk.

Determine the reliabilityof ultrasonic ISI performed on commercial light-water reactor (LWR)
primarysystems.

This report is divided into the following sections.

Use probabUisticfracture mechanics analysis to
determine the impact of NDE unreliabilityon
system safety and determine the level of inspection
reliability required to insure a suitably low failure
probability.

•

ASME Code Related Activities

•

Pressure Vessel Inspection

•

New Inspection Criteria

Evaluate the degree of reliability improvement
that could be achieved using improved and
advanced NDE techniques.

•

Consult on Field Problems

•

Piping Task Activities

1.1
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2.0 ASME Code Related Activities
2.1

Sulllmary

Subgroup on Acoustic Emission (SGAE).
tive assistance is also provided in support

Participation in ASME Section XI and V activities
continued toward achieving Code acceptance of NRCfunded PNL research results to improve the reliability
of nondestructive examination/inservice
inspection
(NDE/ISI).
Minutes of the ASME Section XI Subgroup on Nondestructive Examination (SGNDE) meetings held February 1992 in Atlanta, GA and May 1992
in San Antonio, TX were prepared, finalized, and distributed. Minutes for the SGNDE meeting held August
1992 in Chicago, IL were drafted and assembled with
attachments.
Meetings of the Section V Subgroups on
Ultrasonic Testing (SGUT) and on Acoustic Emission
(SGAE) wcre attended during ASI_iE Section V meetings held in May 1992 in San Antonio, TX.

Administraof related

efforts to achieve ASME Code acceptance of new personnel qualification (PQ) and performance demonstration (PD) requirements for eddy current equipment
operators and data analysts, adoption of American
National Standard Institute (ANSI) requirements for
personnel qualification, and the SC-V activity to develop requirements and criteria for computerized UT
imaging techniques.

2.3 Status of Work Performed
Proactive participation of PNL personnel in ASME
Code activities continued toward achieving Code acceptance of NRC-funded PNL research results to improve
the reliability of NDE/ISI.
During this reporting period, meetings of the ASME Section XI Subcommittee
(including relevant Subgroup and Working Group rt_eetings) were attended May 4-7, 1992 in San Antonio, TX
(joint Code Committee meeting), and August 10-13,
1992 in Chicago, IL. Agendas and minutes of the
SGNDE meetings held in conjunction with the Section
XI Subcommittee meetings were prepared and distributed. Trip reports summarizing key activities that occurred during the ASME Code meetings were prepared
for submittal to the NRC program monitor.

The PNL-proposed T-435 document on "Computerized
Imaging Techniques" was approved by the ASME Main
Committee (M.C.) and the ASME Board on Pressure
Technology Codes and Standards.
A liaison report was presented during the September
1992 Section V meetings on SC-XI SGNDE activities,
and a brief report was given on the on-going PISC-III
program human reliability work.

2.2 Introduction
Viewgraphs
The objective of this task is to develop and/or evaluate
new criteria and requirements for qualifying ultrasonic
tcsting/inscrvice inspection (UT/ISI) and other
NDE/ISI systems. The ultimate goal is for these criteria and requirements to be incorporated into Sections
XI and V (SC-XI and SC-V) of the ASME Boiler and

and supporting

materials

were assembled in

Pressure Vcssel Code (ASME Code).

preparation for the annual NRC program review conducted by the project monitor. This program review
was held in conjunction with the NRC's NDE Technical
Advisory Group (TAG) meeting at PNL during the
week of April 27, 1992. Several presentations on various NRC-funded tasks and supporting activities were
made and discussed during the TAG meeting and the
NRC program review.

To implement this goal, PNL staff members are active
participants in Section XI and Section V ASME Code
committee activities. PNL staff members serve as

During the SGNDE meeting, it was reported that a new
SC-XI task group has been formed to work with the

secretary of the SC-XI SGNDE, chair a SC-V task
group to dcvclop acoustic emission requirements, and
serve as mcmb_rs of the SC-XI Working Group on
Surface Examination and Personnel Qualification (WGS) and the SC-XI Working Group on Volumetric Examination and Procedure Qualification (WG-V). In
addition, PNL personnel serve as members of the SC-V
Subgroup on Ultrasonic Testing (SGUT) and the SC-V

ASME Risk-Based Inspection Committee; presumably
the first step toward adoption of some of this special
committee's recommendations.
It was reported that
approval of the new Subsection IWH (i.e., pipe thinning
due to erosion/corrosion)
has been placed in a "hold"
status pending work proceeding on a Code Case to
address this issue. It was also reported that EPRI
NDE Center personnel are drafting a proposal to limit
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UT of vessels to a portion of the inner and outer zones
of the RPV wall, and this draft will be forwarded to the
Subgroup on Water Cooled Systems (SGWCS) and the
Task Group on Optimization for consideration,

An in-depth review of Appendix VIII (including the
existing and proposed new appendices) was conducted
and a letter to the authors at the EPRI NDE Center
was drafted and circulated for internal PNL review in
early June. This letter was f'malized and distributed in
July following informal endorsement by the NRC project monitor. This letter was submitted to the SGNDE
Chairman with copy coverage to the document authors
at the EPRI NDE Center, the WG-V Chairman, and
the Performance Demonstration Initiative (PDI) Chairman.

During the May meeting, the M.C. approved SC-XI
adoption of ASNT's new PQ standard (ANSI/ASNT
CP-189). Unfortunately, this approval included an
exemption that deleted a prerequisite requirement that
Level III personnel possess a valid ASNT Certificate.
The status of proposed changes to Supplements 2 and
3, and proposed new Supplements 9, 10, 11, and 12 to
Appendix VIII was highlighted. The WG-V approved
this submittal in May and intends to request SGNDE
approval dur;.ng the August meeting,

During the August 1992 SC-XI meeting in Chicago, IL,
the proposed revisions to Appendix VIII Supplements 2
and 3 and new Supplements 10, 11, and 12 were approved by the SGNDE and SC-XI. Supplement 9 on
centrifugally cast stainless steel (CCSS) was aot
approved and was placed in a hold status peading additional work by members of the Task Group on UT.

The Appendix IV rules for eddy current ISI of steam
generator (S.G.) tubes have been incorporated into
Article 8 of SC-V; hence, Appendix IV will be deleted
from SC-XI except for the personnel qualification requirements.
Revised PQ requirements for ISI of S.G.
tubes were approved for publication in Section XI.

A letter documenting PNL's review of Appendix VII,
including recommended revisions, was submitted to the
SGNDE Chairman and the cognizant Working Group
Chairman (WG-S).

Selected Section V Subgroup and Subcommittee meetings were also attended during the May meeting, which
was a joint meeting of all of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code committees. Final approval of

2.4

the PNL-proposed T-435 requirements for computerized UT imaging systems was achieved. This document
has now received both M.C. approval and letter ballot
approval by the ASME Board on Pressure Vessel Technology (BPVT), and these requirements will be published in the 1992 Edition of Section V.
A draft letter documenting
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Work

Minutes for the ASME Section XI SGNDE meeting
held August 1992 in Chicago, IL will be finalized for
distribution to the approximately 65 recipients. Administrative support will continue for the various ASME
Code activities of interest to the NRC and PNL, and
development of Article 13 on "Continuous AE Monitoring" will continue.

PNL's review of Appendix

VII, including recommended revisions, was prepared
and submitted to the NRC program monitor for review
and endorsement prior to transmittal to the SGNDE
Chairman for action.

NUREG/CR-4469,

Future

Agendas and minutes will be prepared 4-6 weeks prior
to each Section XI meeting. Future Section XI meetings will be held December 1992 in Louisville, KY
(joint ASME PV Code Committee meeting); January
1993 in Albuquerque, NM; May 1993 in San Diego, CA
(in conjunction with the National Board meeting);
August 1993 in Greensboro, NC; and November 1993 in
Atlanta, GA (joint ASME Code Committee meeting).

2.2
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Pressure

Vessel Inspection

Vessel Inspection

vice inspection (ISI) requirements are needed to
address aging in nuclear power plants. Efforts

3.1.1 Summary

have focussed on reviewing the technical bases for
existing reactor pressure vessel (RPV) flaw acceptance criteria. The RPV was selected for initial
study since it was judged to be the most important

The objective of this task is to determine the capability
of U.S. ultrasonic inservice inspection of reactor pressure vessels. This objective is to be accomplished by
utilizing data from PISC-II round robin trials, model-

component unlikely to be replaced and is the cornponent most susceptible to radiation damage.

ling, and limited experimental work to supplement
areas not adequately addressed by modelling or round
robin trials. Additional comments have been received

3.1.3 Status of Work Performed

from the draft report on the re-analysis of the PISC-II
data, and these comments are being addressed. A final
version of this report addressing NRC comments was
completed and submitted for internal PNL review.

A summary of the work performed for each subtask is
provided below.

3.1.2 Introduction

A summary of the analysis was provided in semi-annual
report NUREG/CR-4469,
Vol. 11. The work performed during this time period, completed addressing all of
the NRC comments on the draft report. This completed, re-drafted document was submitted for a second
internal PNL review prior to proceeding further with
the formal publication process.

3.1.3.1

The pressure vessel inspection task is divided into three
subtasks:
•

PISC il Re-analysis - The effort in this task is a
re-analysis of data gathered during the PISC-II
round robin trials using statistically based techniques. Ultrasonic inspection data was gathered

3.1.3.2

•

RPV Research

on four heavy section steel components which
included
twofrom
nozzles
tions. A two
totalplates
of 45 and
teams
the configuraCommon

The objective of this work is to track the work that is
currently being performed under the PISC III program.

Market, Japan, and the United States participated

Of particular interest is the work being conducted in
Actions 2 and 3. These actions will provide useful
information concerning the capability to inspect nozzles
and dissimilar metal welds and begin to address some
aspects of the ability of advanced techniques to accu-

in the round robins,
•

PISC II Re-analysis

RPV Research - The
track the work being
III program. This is
PISC III work of the

focus of this activity is to
performed under the PISC
intended to ensure that the
Action 2 on Full Scale Vessel

rarely size flaws and some aspects of the reliability to
inspect actual vessels. At this time, there are no results
available because the studies cannot be released until

Tests (FSV) and the Action 3 on Nozzles and
Dissimilar Metal Welds provides useful information for conditions and practices in the USA. This
subtask will also track the PISC III work and relay
to the NRC points of interest and concern that

the PISC-III management board approves them formally. Draft reports on work of these Actions will be
available in early 1993.

may arise from the analysis of the newly created
and evolving data base. During this reporting
period the work focused on the review of preliminary PISC-III data. Draft reports are expected to
be available to the PISC-III Management Board in
early 1993.

program, deficiencies will be identified and a program
to provide the necessary supplemental information will
be developed and implemented. At this time, this
subtask is focused on tracking the relevant PISC III
program activities and the results being developed.
This has involved reviewing some initial draft reports on

NDE Requirements for Aging Plants - The objecrive of this subtask is to determine if special inset-

some of the studies, but even these will change since
the reports are not based on destructive data. Substan-

Based on the results and data bases from the PISC III

3.1
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tial progress is anticipated to begin during the next
reporting period because of the availability of PISC-III

3.2

reports.

3.2.1

3.13.3 NDE Requirements for Aging Plants

ance requirements for UT/ISI equipment that limit the
effect of frequency-dependent interactions, thus improving ISI reliability. The objective is to make recommendations for the ASME Code to ensure a reliable

procedures given in Appendix A of Section XI for the
case of embrittled reactor pressure vessels. The calculations explored the implications of a flaw discovered by
inservice inspection, and whether a given flaw of known
size is acceptable from the standpoint of pressurized
thermal shock (PTS). The results of these calculations
indicated that the PTS significanceof single known flaw
depths as great as two inches has roughly the same risk
as the population of flaws assumed for purposes of PTS
evaluations. Therefore, the fact that Appendix A does
not address PTS transients does not appear to be a
major concern - given that the vessel already meets
current NRC requirements for PTS risk. A draft report
on this work was prepared and submitted for PNL
review.

inspection. The research for flat plate and piping has
been completed and recommendations that resulted
have been adopted. The current research extends this
work to circular surfaces in order to determine if any
changes are needed in the ASME Code requirements
for inspections conducted on circular surfaces. The
computer code CURVE is running on the SUN Workstation and planning is underway for experimental
validation of this computer code.

3.2.2 Introduction
The objective of this research is to determine how an
ultrasonic inservice inspection of circular steel sections
is affected when the performance of one of the components is changed and to develop recommendations for
improvingthe ASME Code. When equipment ages or
is damaged, or a component used for an inspection is
changed, the system center frequency and/or system
bandwidth can change. Such changes can affect the
reliability of the inspection and the goal is to determine
tolerances on the bandwidth and center frequency to
ensure reliability. Research has been completed for fiat
plates and piping, and a report was published in June
1992, entitled "Development of Equipment Parameter
Tolerances for the Ultrasonic Inspection of Steel Components: Application to Components up to 3 Inches
Thick" (NUREG/CR-5871). The present research is
directed to carrying out similar research for circular
steel sections.

3.1.4 Future Work
PISC 11Re-analysis - Following a PNL review of
the latest draft report accommodating all of the
NRC comments received on the early draft, a final
version of this report will be submitted to the
NRC for publication during the next reporting
period,
•

ILPVResearch - The work planned for the next
reporting period will involve reviewing PISC reports and beginning to draft the status report
based on reviewing industry efforts to develop the
technology to reliably inspect BWR RPVs.

•

Summary

The goal of this research is to define operating toler-

Probabilistic fracture mechanics calculations were performed to address concerns with the flaw evaluation

•

Equipment Interaction Matrix

NDE Requirements for Aging Plants - A report
summarizingthe results and conclusions of the
ASME Section XI flaw evaluation requirements
for aging reactor pressure vessels will be completed and submitted to the NRC for comment.

3.2.3 Status of Work Performed
The code CURVE, dealing with circular surfaces, is
runningon the SUN Workstation. When the radius has
a large value, such as 10 m, the output from CURVE is
essentially the same as that from RTOTAL, which is
the code developed and validated for a fiat plate. This
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expected result validates the code CURVE for the case
of large radius.

3.2.4

Future Work

The following work remains to be completed:
Planning is underway to test code CURVE experimentally. Two possible methods for experimental validation
are: 1) keep the position of the transducer fixed and
change the frequency and 2) keep the frequency fixed
and change the position of the transducer. The second
method was used to validate the code RTOTAL for fl_.t

•

Experimental validation of code CURVE. This
will be accomplished by performing pulse-echo
experiments with circular sections with the ends
cut at different angles.

•

Compare results with calculations from CURVE.

•

Search for worst-case defects for circular steel
sections ranging in thickness from 2 inches to 12
inches.

•

Experimentally validate some worst-c_se defects.

•

Develop ASME Code recommendations.

plates and piping. However, in order to use code
CURVE effectively for changing the transducerposition, a modification of CURVE is needed to carry out
the necessary loops in the code. This modification is
next on the agenda and will be undertaken by Dan
Aalbers, a new SERS student. MS Greenwood has
spent time introducing him to the field of ultrasonics,
the Equipment Interaction Matrix project, and supervising his work.

3.3
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4.1 Summary

systems, components and structural elements for inspection, and will help to determine the extent, frequency,
and method of examination. The objective is to develop a technical basis for ISI programs that will ensure a
suitably low failure probability,and thus coatribute in
an effective manner to safe nuclear power plant operation.

Work continued on assessments of the adequacy of
existing ASME Code reqtficementsfor ISI and on developing technical bases for improved ISI requirements
that will assure an acceptable level of nuclear power
plant component structural integrity. Development of a
comprehensive probabilistic approach for improved
inspection requirements moved forward. A major focus
of this effort has been participation in an ASME Research Task Force on Risk-Based Inspection Guidelines. The ASME Task Force has completed a document specifically directed to light water reactor nuclear
power plant components "Risk-Based Inspection - Development of Guidelines - Volume 2 - Part 1 - Light
Water Reactor (LWR) Nuclear Power Plant Components," and publication as an ASME report is scheduled
for December 1992.

In past work, we have reviewed and evaluated various
concepts for probabilistic inspection criteria, and have
interacted with other industry efforts, notably through
the ASME Research Task Force on Risk-Based lnspection Guidelines. Starting in FY90 our work has addressed inspection priorities at a detailed component
level, and have focused on a pilot study with plant-specific calculations for the Surry Unit 1 Nuclear Power
Station. During the previous reporting, period a final
ranking of components and associated sensitivity calculations for the first four critical systems (reactor pressure vessel, reactor coolant system, low pressure injection system, and auxiliary feedwater system) were com-

Calculations have applied probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) to establish inspection priorities for pressure
boundary systems and components. Plant-specific riskbased studies have been initiated for the Surry Unit 1
Nuclear Power Station, with the cooperation of Virginia
Electric Power Company. During this reporting period,
the ranking of components in the five remaining Surry-1
systems continued with site visits to compile detailed
plant information and with analyses of the data from
the expert elicitation workshop held in February 1992 to
estimate component rupture probabilities for the five
systems of interest,

pleted. Efforts were also begun to rank components in
the remaining five Surry-1 systems of interest (high
pressure injection system, residual heat removal system,
service water system, component cooling water system,
and power conversion system). The initial effort was an
expert elicitation workshop held during February 1992
to estimate component rupture probabilities for the five
systems of interest. These estimates will be used in
future risk-based calculations to develop a complete
picture of the most risk significant components within
the plant.

Improved strategies for inspecting the highly ranked
piping and vessel components are being developed in
c611aborationwith members of the ASME Research
Task Force. Structural reliability calculations have
continued with applications of the pc-PRAISE code to
predict leak and rupture probabilities for piping in the
low pressure injection system and to predict the benefits of alternative inspection scenarios on reducing these
probabilities.

A second part of the risk-based inspection work is to
identify effective inspection strategies for the highly
ranked components that can ensure component failure
probabilities which meet target risk goals. Probabilistic
fracture mechanics calculations using the pc-PRAISE
computer code are being performed to predict the
relative benefits of alternative inspection strategies.
During the previous reporting period we performed a
preliminary set of sensitivity calculations to predict leak

4.2 Introduction

and rupture probabilities, and made arrangements for a
subcontract with Failure Analysis Associates (the developer of the PRAISE code) for specialized training and
guidance in the application of the code. The subcontract was put in place during this reporting period, and
PNL staff completed initial training and consultation
efforts with FaAA experts. A matrix of calculations

This task is directed to the development of improved
inservice inspection (ISI) criteria using risk-based methods, with the long-range goal to propose changes for
consideration by ASME Section XI. These improved
criteria will help to establish priorities for selecting
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was begun and results will be available for presentation
and review at the November 1992 meeting of the
ASME Research Task Force on Risk-Based Inspection.

mentation Group. Fred Simonen from PNL serves as
secretary.
During this reporting period there were two meetings
of the LWR Nuclear Power Plant Components Working
Group (which reports to the ASME Research Task
Force on Risk-Based Inspection Guidelines). These
meetings were held on June 24-25, 1992 in New Orleans
and on August 13, 1992 in Chicago. Fred Simonen has
been preparing and distributing meeting minutes of this
working group.

4.3 Status of Work Performed
4.3.1

ASME Task Force on Risk-Based

In-

spection Guidelines
During this reporting period we have continued to
develop approaches for risk-based inspection requirements. Activities in this area have involved Pacific
Northwest Laboratory (PNL) participation on a special
ASME Research Task Force on Risk-Based Inspection
Guidelines, with Dr. F. A. Simonen, Dr. B. F. Gore and
Dr. T. V. Vo serving as members of the Task Force.
The ASME group has been identified by PNL as an
effective route to achieve long-range goals for improved
inspection criteria. Recently the Task Force has broken
into individualworking groups in order to expand its

The first meeting in New Orleans included some initial
discussions of structural reliability and risk analysis
(SRRA) models needed to support risk-based inspection of the low pressure injection system at Surry-1,but
mostly addressed longer range concerns regarding implementation of risk-based inspection into Section XI.
The main issue concerned the merits of changing the
current prescriptive requirements of Section XI versus a
more far reaching recommendation that would require
a risk-basedstudy based on the PRA for each plant.

efforts to other non-nuclear industries (e.g. fossil power). As a result, PNL's activities are now limited to the
Working Group on Risk-Based Inspection of Nuclear
Power Plant Components with Dr. Fred Simonen serving as chairman of this working group. The goal of the
nuclear components group is to make recommendations

The second meeting in Chicago during August consisted
of a one day workshop that focused on the low pressure
injection system and the SRRA models needed to evaluate alternative inspection strategies. A set of SRRA
models was defined to envelop the piping configurations, stress levels and failure mechanisms for the
welds, pipe runs and fittings in the LPI system. Members of the working group identified data needed to
perform the SRRA calculations and were given assignments to provide data for the probabilistic models.

to ASME Section XI on the use of risk-based methods
to develop improved inspection programs,
During this reporting period the ASME Research Task
Force has been working with the publications staff at
the ASME New York office to overcome delays in
issuing a document specifically directed to light water
reactor nuclear power plants titled "Risk-Based Inspection - Development of Guidelines - Volume 2 - Part 1 Light Water Reactor (LWR) Nuclear Power Plant
Components'. This document recommends and describes specific methods to be used in developing riskbased inspection plans for nuclear power facilities,
Publication as an ASME report is now scheduled for

Future efforts of the ASME Research Task Force will
apply the recommended risk-basedmethodologies to
develop improved inspection programs for nuclear
power plant components. Results of calculations performed on the new criteria task will be a major contribution to the Volume 2 - Part 2 Document. This document is scheduled for publication during 1994, and will
make specific recommendations for consideration by
ASME Section XI.

December 1992.
A first step towards impacting ASME Section XI was
achieved during this reporting period with the initial
meeting in August of a newly formed group which is
dedicated to implementation of risk-based inspection
into Section XI. Mr. Jack Lance from the Electric
Power Research Institute is the chairmanof the Imple-
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4.3.2 Plant Specific
Surry-1

PRA Application

to

A major part of the new inspection criteria task
involves the application of existing probabilistic risk
assessments (eRA) to establish inspection priorities for
pressure boundary systems and components. During
this reporting period a pilot application of PRA mothods to the Surry-1plant continued,
The Surry-1work has applied a methodology (Vo et al.
1989) that uses the results of PRA's in combination
with the techniques of failure modes and effects analysis
(FMEA) to identify and prioritize the most risk-important systems and components at nuclear power plants.
The specific systems initially selected for analysis were
the reactor pressure vessel, the reactor coolant, the low
pressure injection (including the accumulators) and the
auxiliaryfeedwater. The risk-basedranking of components within these four systems was completed during
FY91, and results were summarized in a previous publication (Vo et al. 1992).
Efforts during this reporting period have addressed the
other remaining systems at Surry-1(high pressure injection, main feedwater, service water, component cooling
water, main steam, condensate, and residual heat removal systems). Staff from the Virginia Electric Power
Company (VEPCO) have continued to participate in
the pilot study, and have thereby assured that the plant
models are as realistic as possible and reflect plant
operational practices. The final visits to the Surry-1
plant site for walkdowns of the five systems were completed in April 1992. Data from these visits were recorded on FMEA worksheets, but further efforts to
rank components in these systems using inputs extracted from the Surry-1PRA were delayed until the next
reporting period.
Future work will result in a comprehensive ranking of
all the most important components within the Surry-1
plant systems. These risk-based priorities will permit
evaluation of current inservice inspection requirements
as specified by Section XI of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers Code. The objective is to identify needed improvements to current ISI plans. These
results will be made available to the ASME Research

Task Force as recommendations for consideration by
ASME Section XI.
4.3.3

Expert Judgement

Elicitation

for Rup-

ture Probabilities
The risk-based studies of the Surry-1 plant have
required estimates of rupture probabilities on a detailed
component-by-componentlevel. Because neither sufficient data from operating experience nor detailed fracture mechanics analyses are available, the expertjudgment elicitation process has been selected as a method
to estimate needed rupture probabilities.
PNL conducted the first of two expert judgment elicitation meetings on May 8-10, 1990 at Rockville, Maryland to address the issue of failure probabilities for
Surry-1components. The systems addressed by the first
elicitation were the reactor pressure vessel, reactor
coolant, low pressure injection (including the accumulators), and auxiliaryfeedwater. A second workshop held
on February 3-6, 1992 in Washington DC addressed
Surry-1 components for the high pressure injection
system, the residual heat removal system, the component cooling water system, the service water system and
the power conversion system.
The second expert elicitation again used a systematic
procedure, which closely followed the approach used for
the NUREG-1150 PRAs (NRC 1990 and Wheeler et al.
1989). Each of the nine experts completed questionnaire forms that addressed location specific rupture
probabilities for the systems and components of interest. The elicited data (for a total of 345 components
for the 5 systems addressed) included best estimates of
probabilities, uncertainty ranges and an assessment of
the effect of aging on the rupture probabilities.
During this reporting period, PNL entered the data
from the individual expertjudgements into a computer
data base and performed a preliminary statistical analysis to obtain a single composite estimate for the rupture
probability of each component. This initial summary
was then mailed to the nine experts of the February
workshop, and the experts were asked to review and
revise their estimates of component rupture probabilities. Only three of the experts made any revisions to
their estimates, and in each case the revisions were
relatively minor. All the revised estimates have been
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entered into the computerized data base. Statistical
analyses will be performed during the next reporting
period, and "barand whisker plots" will be prepared to
displaythe median values of the estimates along with
the range of values provided by the individual experts,
4.3,4

Structural

Reliability

Calculations

The long range objective of the new inspection criteria
task is to develop improved inservice inspection plans
(what, where, when and by which method) using riskbased approaches. Following the guidelines given in
the Volume 2 - Part 1 document issued by the ASME
Research Task Force on Risk-Based Inspection, probabilistic fracture mechanics and decision risk analysis
methods will be used by PNL in a cooperative effort
with other members of the ASME Research Task Force
to identify inspection strategies that meet criteria for
both safety and cost effectiveness,

gies for the low pressure injection system. A set of
models has been defined to envelop the piping configurations, stress levels and failure mechanisms for the
large number of welds, pipe runs and fittings in the LPI
system. PNL assembled a set of drawings for the
Surry-1LPI system, and tabulated the pipe diameters
and wall thicknesses for all pipe runs of the system.
Through discussions with Dr. Ed Rybicki at the University of Tulsa, PNL estimated welding parameters for
these sizes of stainless steel piping. PNL forwarded this
information to Mr. Vic Chapman at Rolls Royce and
Associates with a request that he estimate the numbers
and sizes of welding flaws expected for these welds.
Through discussions with Dr. David Harris at FaAA
and Dr. Spencer Bush at PNL, PNI.,addressed the
potential for stress corrosion cracking in the LPI systern. Based on recent work at Argonne National Laboratory this potential for cracking appears to be quite
low, unless unexpectedly severe environmental effects
exist in stagnant lines. At the end of this reporting
period PNL was developing a PRAISE code model to
address fatigue that includes effects of through wall
secondary bending stresses and weld root stress concentrations. Mr. Ken Balkey at Westinghouse Electric
Corporation has been requested to look for information
on the Ndutycycles_ that describe the operational conditions and events for LPI systems.

To prepare for probabilistic fracture mechanics calculations PNL has worked with members of the Research
Task Force, to define potential strategies for inspecting
specific components. Structural reliabilitycalculations
will determine which of the identified strategies can
meet goals of ensuring acceptable failure probabilities.
Each of the acceptable strategies will then be evaluated
by the Research Task Force using the methods of decision risk analysis to quantify cost/benefit considerations.

4.4 Future Work

The pc-PRAISE code for predicting leak and rupture
probabilities has been applied at PNL to predict rupture and leak probabilities for reactor piping, and to
predict the effects of inservice inspection on piping
reliability. PNL completed subcontract arrangements
during May 1992 with Failure Analysis Associates
(FaAA, the developer of the pc-PRAISE code). Drs.
David Harris and Dilip Dedhia from (FaAA) visited
Richland on August 3-4 to provide PNL staff with specialized training and guidance in the application of the
code. This workshop session covered methods for
predicting failure probabilities of structural components
and for predicting the potential reductions in failure
rates achievableby inservice inspection.

Future activities on the New Inspection Criteria Task
will include:

PNL has begun work on probabilisticstructural mechanics models to evaluate alternative inspection stratc-
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•

Continuing support of the ASME Research Task
Force on Risk-Based Inspection Guidelines.

•

Reduction of the data from the expert elicitation
on rupture probabilities for the five remaining
systems at Surry-1.

•

Probabilistic fracture mechanics calculations to
evaluate the effects of inservice inspection on the
reliability of vessel and piping components.

•

Continuing with the risk-based ranking of components for the final five systems at the Surry-1nuclear power station.

L
4.0 New Inspection Criteria

Work on this task is proceeding at a somewhat slower
pace than expected, due in part to reductions in funding
and in part to higher than expected costs of the Fcbruary 1992expert clicitation meeting. Risk-based rankings of Surry-1 components will not be complcted until
next fiscal year.

risk-based inspection programs for the high priority
components. As part of the inspection program development we will assign target values of rupture probabilitics that are to be maintained by inservice inspection.
Working with the ASME Research Task Force we will
provide information for use in the decision risk analyses
that will identify those inspection strategies that meet
criteria for both safety and cost effectiveness. Output
from the New Criteria Task will be made available to
the ASME Research Task Force on Risk-Based Inspection Guidelines for their use in preparing a document
that will recommend risk-based inspection programs for
codes and standards consideration.

The long range plan is to continue with pilot calculations and to use the results to focus inspections on the
high risk components. Once the Surry-1 studies are
complete, future work will evaluate a representative
BWR plant. Structural reliability calculations will continue and the results will be used in the development of
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5.1 Summary

Table S.1. Institutes and Personnel to be
Contacted during Foreign Travel

A trip to Czechoslovakiaand Russia was planned to
review and assess NDE technologies at institutes in
these countries.

_

_

Efforts continued to support NRC in the application,
validation and modification of the VISA-II fracture
mechanics code which predicts the contributions of

10/1-5/93

Nuclear Research Institute
and SKODA

Dr. Zdarek

undetected flaws to the failure of embrittled reactor
pressure vessels under conditions of pressurized thermal
shock accidents.

10/7

Rostov Institute
of Agriculture
Eng.

V. Golovin

S.2 Introduction

10/8

I.V. Kurchatov
Institute of

V. Asmolov
Prof. A.

Atomic Energy

Tutnov

10/9

NIKIET

S. Bougaenko
B. Streikov

10/12
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This task is to provide on-call NDE technical assistance
to RES.

5.3 Status of Work Performed
5.3.1 Prepare for Trip to Czechoslovakiaand
Russia
it was decided during this time period that potential
cooperation between the NRC and organizations and
agencies in Czechoslovakia and Russia could be of
benefit. PNL staff spent time contacting various people
within PNL, at other organizations, and in Europe that
have had contact with NDE experts from these courttries. This was not easy because of all of the confusion
associated with the names of the institutes. Some of
the institutes had three or four acronyms. This has led
to confusion and made it difficult to quickly decide on
where wo_ddbe the best institutes to visit. Finally, an
agenda was prepared and confirmed at the last minute
prior to departure. The institutes and personnel to be
contacted are shown in Table 5.1.

mechanics code. This code predicts the contributions
of undetected flaws to the failure of embrittled reactor
pressure vessels under conditions of pressurized thermal
shock accidents, and has been used by NRC staff and
others for plant specific vessel evaluations.
PNL has continued with an ongoing effort to benchmark the VISA-II code against other probabilistic fracture mechanics codes. This work is part of an
NRC/EPRI organized group of participants that is
performing calculations for a set of PTS benchmark
problems. In the previous reporting period PNL assisted in the formulation of the initial set of benchmark
problems by reviewing the problem definitions proposed
by Westinghouse. PNL also _:ontributedits VISA-II
predictions of vessel failure probabilities for these
benchmark problems and attended two meetings of the
benchmarkinggroup - February 9, 1992 at Atlanta,
Georgia and March 23, 1992 at Bethesda, Maryland.

This trip occurred during the next reporting period and
consequently, the insight, understanding and assessment
of the activities that occurred on this trip will be coyered in the Volume 17 of this series of semi-annual
reports,
5.3.2

VISA-II

v. Federov
S. Bougaenko

Code

PNL continued to support NRC staff in the application,
validation and modification of the VISA-Ii fracture

During this reporting period PNL continued to participate in meetings of the PTS benchmarkinggroup.

5.1
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Meetings were held on May 6, 1992 in San Antonio,
Texas and on August 12, i992 in Chicago, Illinois. At
each of these meetings and through contacts between
meetings with other participants PNL has compared its
numerical results from the VISA-II code with results
submitted by other participants. After evaluating several potential sources for numerical differences, relatively
good agreement was obtained among the participants in
the benchmarking effort.

As another activityon this task, Fred Simonen participated in an Electric Power Research Institute sponsored workshop on "Application of NDE to Reactor
Pressure Vessel Integrity" held on July 16, 1992 in
Charlotte, North Carolina.
The main topic of this workshop was the development
of improved flaw size distributions from NDE data.
PNL presented results from examination of a weld from
the Midland vessel and reviewed plans for estimating
flaw frequencies for the future examination (using
SAFT-UT) of the PVRUF vessel at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.

One source of significant numerical differences was the
use of different procedures for converting continuous
distribution functions for flaw depths to a discrete format for input to the probabilistic fracture meel_anics
calculations. Careful attention to detail removed this
factor as a source of disagreement. A second source of
numerical differences was the use of different assump-

5.4 Future Work

tions in modeling the random toughness variations that
a growing crack encounters as it propagates through the

During the ncxt reporting period PNL will continue to
support NRC staff in the benchmarking the VISA-If
fracture mechanics code through participation in future
industry PTS benchmarking efforts. Other workshop
scries on topics related to fracture mechanics analyses
for pressurized thcrmal shock scenarios are being
planned. An expanded scope of work for PNL has
bccn defined, and as a result future efforts will be
funded at PNL by NRC as a separate project beginning
in December 1992.

wall of a vessel. PNL modified VISA-II by removing
the assumptions that give rise to the random variations
in fracture toughness and in this way matched assumptions made in the Westinghouse probabilistic fracture
mechanics code. The modified version of VISA-If then
predicted fewer crack arrest events and the calculated
vessel failure probabilities consistently agreed with the
Westinghouse predictions,
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5.2

6.0 Piping Inspection Task
This task is designed to address the NDT problems
associated with the piping used in light water reactors,
The primary thrust of the work has been on wrought
and cast stainless steel since these materials are harder
to inspect than carbon steel. However, many of the
results also pertainto carbon steel. The current subtasks are: cast stainless steel inspection, surface roughness, field pipe characterization, and PISC-III activities,

terials and ISI practices on U.S. LWRs. This
includes support for the co-leader of Action 4 on
Austenitic Steel Tests (AST); providing a sector of
the Hope Creek reactor pressure vessel containing
two recirculation system inlet nozzles; coordination
of the inspections to be conducted by U.S. teams
on the various actions; input to the studies on
reliability and specimens for use in the parametric,
capability, and reliability studies of the AST. During this reporting period, plans were being f'malized for the wrought stainless steel reliability study
that involves testing in the USA.

The work accomplished during this reporting period is
summarized in the following paragraphs:
•

Cast Stainless Steel Insvection - The objective of
this subtask is to evaluate the effectiveness and
reliability of ultrasonic inspection techniques on
LWR components containing cast stainless steel
m_terial. Far-side weld inspection is included in
the scope of this work since the ultrasonic field

6.1 Cast Stainless Steel Inspection

passes through weld metal. Activities for this
reporting period included an investigation of low
frequency ultrasonic techniques inherently insensitive to macrostructural effects, a fracture mechanics evaluation aimed at estimating "critical"dimensions of circumferential cracks in CCSS primary
pipe sections, and investigating the feasibilityof

"the objective of this task is to evaluate the effectiveness
and reliabilityof ultrasonic inspection of cast materials
used within the primary pressure boundary of LWRs.
Due to the anisotropic and nonhomogeneous nature of
coarse-grained cast materials, reliable and effective

6,1.1

ultrasonic inspections are difficult to perform. The
large grain size relative to the acoustic pulse wavelength
strongly affects propagation of ultrasound by causing
severe attenuation (primarily due to scattering), significant changes in acoustic velocity, and mode conversions.
Refraction and reflection of the sound beam may occur
at the grain boundaries, resulting in field skewing and

implementing "adaptive ultrasonics"for the inspcction of coarse grained materials,
•

Surfi_ce Roughnes_ Conditions - The objective of
this subtask is to quantify and develop requirements to limit the adverse effects of surface conditions upon an ultrasonic inspection. Validation of

partitioning.
leads toincorrect
poor signal-to-noise
false reportingThis
of defects,
reporting of ratios,
defect
location, and failure to examine specific volumes of the
material.

the first code from CNDE was successfully performed,
•

Field Pipe Characterization - The objective of this
subtask is to provide pipe weld specimens that can
be used for studies to evaluate the effectiveness
and reliability of ultrasonic inservice inspection

These inspection problems are common to structures
such as cladded pipe, inner-surface cladding of pressure
vessels, statically cast elbows, statically cast pump bowls,
centrifugally cast stainless steel (CCSS) piping, dissimilar metal welds, and weld-overlay-repaired pipe joints.

(UT/ISI) performed on BWR piping. Processes
to dispose of these samples are still under review
to meet the new requirements for disposal
required by state and federal agcncics. Estimates
of costs are needed so that fundingcan bc idcnti-

•

Introduction

CCSS piping is used in the primary reactor coolant loop
piping
ofby
27the
pressurized
waterElectric
reactorsCorporation.
(PWRs) manufactured
Westinghouse

ficd to perform the work.

However, CCSS inspection procedures continue to

PIS(_-IIIActivities -This activity involves participation in the PISC-III program to ensure that the
work addresses NDE reliability problems for ma-

perform unsatisfactorilydue to thc coarse macrostructurc that characterizes this material. The major macrostructural classifications are columnar, equiaxed, and a

6.1
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mixed columnar-equiaxed macrostructure. The majority
of field material is believed to be the latter,
6.1.2

Status

search unit was experimentally verified by examining all
other avenues, includingutilization of a variety of largediameter, low-frequencyAirmar transducers. These
unitswere applied to carbon steel, water, and CCSS;
and the limiting factor was pulse length (narrow bandwidth) that essentially created a "deadzone"that extended nearly all the way through the specimen and
made it impossible to discern flaw/crack signals.

of Work Performed

The work described during this reporting period falls
under three categories: development of low frequency
inspection techniques, development of an ddaptive
ultrasonic phase compensation algorithm, and fracture
mechanics calculations and analysis. The work
described here was performed in order to provide a
firm engineering basis for evaluating and recommending
the possible utility of two inherently different ultrasonic
techniques used for inspection of coarse-grainedmaterials, The concept behind the work is to investigate low
frequency ultrasonic techniques inherently insensitive to
macrostructuraleffects, to utilize fracture mechanics
evaluations on CCSS in order to establish guidance for
the sizes of flaws that need to be reliably detected, and
to examine the utility of a technique developed in optics, by experimentally implementing adaptive ultrasonic
methods in order to compensate for random time shifts
induced by the inhomogeneous material structure,

Due to DOE purchasingguidelines, PNL was unable to
initiate purchase requisitions in a timely manner. Procurement of the low frequency search unit was delayed
by over two months, delayingwork and milestones.
After receiving the transducers in July, initial testing of
the transducersresulted in the de-bonding of the PVDF
receiving element from the wear plate. The element
was sent back for repair,which delayed work another
month.
In addition, an arbitrarywaveform generator was made
available for use on cast material inspection. This
instrumentimproved the temporal response of low
frequency transducersby providing the capability to
implement inverse filters.

Work described during this reporting period continued
with the acquisition of new sets of rf ultrasonic data of
an entire flaw located in a columnar sample for use in
assessing adaptive UT processing. The sample specimens used for this work have been etched and photographed for documentation purposes. Primary parameters including temporal sample rate and spatial sampiing were changed to 100 MHz and 25 mils, respectively. The results (phase compensation) were significantly
improved. The wavefront compensation plots were
smoothed by fitting the initial plot of time shift vs.
position to a polynomial. Completion and finalization
of the processing and visualization software is currently
underway.

The data acquisition system for obtaining A-scan data
on the various CCSS sample specimens was assembled
and optimized. The size of the transducer presented
some initial problems with regard to coupling and maximiTation of scan area, but these problems were overcome by implementing an immers;on inspection. Initial
work included optimization of the driving parameters of
the arbitrary waveform generator. Scans on a carbon
steel reference specimen (of a fabricated 50% through
wall notch, and of the corner reflection) were acquired
as a function of the following:
•
•

A transducer design/fabrication meeting was held with
GJ Posakony and Gary Langlois (Sigma Transducers)
in order to properly plan the implementation of search
units for low frequency UT on CCSS. It was decided
that the low frequency inspection would utili_ normal,
30, 45 and 60 degree incident longitudinal waves in the
pulse-echo and pitch-catch modes with 1"x 2" rectangular transmit-receive elements. The piezoelectric materials will be lead metaniobate (transmitter) and PVDF
(receiver). The decision to purchase a custom-designed
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•
•

Frequency
Macrostructure (average grain diameter, grain
orientation etc.)
Pulse Length, Shape, Width, etc,
Inspection Angle (angle of incidence: 30, 45 and
60 degrees)

This testing regimen was also used to establish criteria
for the examination of the CCSS specimens. Numerous
A-scans were acquired on a variety of CCSS samples,
and showed encouraging results with regard to signalto-noise ratios and search unit performance. From
these initial results, PNL decided to examine two sped-

6.2
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mens used in the Centrigually Cast Stainless Steel
Round Robin Test (CCSSRRT) PISC-III study more
thoroughly. This work will be reported in the next
semi-annual report,

CCSS. Culmination of this work will result in an overall assessment of the two techniques, and a letter report
documenting all FY 92 work on coarse-grained material
inspection.

Work with fracture mechanics evaluations of CCSS is
being performed by Fred Simonen. Fred's approach is
to utilize work performed at Battelle-Columbus and
ANL in performing calculations to estimate dimensions

6.2 Surface Roughness Conditions

of critical cracks in CCSS. The objective of the fracture
mechanics study is to assemble and interpret information on the fracture of cast stainless steel components
in order to make recommendations regardingthe sizes
of flaws that need to be detected for an effective inspection
cast materials.
It waswill
realized
that current
and evenof
advanced
UT methods
not detect
flaws of

The objective of this task is to quantify and develop
surface finish requirementsto limit the adverse effects
of surface conditions upon an ultrasonic inspection. To
achieve this objective, there has been a cooperative
effort between PNL and the Center for Nondestructive
Evaluation (CNDE) at Iowa State University (ISU).

the smaller sizes that can be readily detected in other
materials. The detection of small flaws in cast materi-

An isotropic model was developed at CNDE, with
EPRI funding;and this model is being validated at
PNL, with NRC funding. Once this model is validated,
the model will be extended to include a pulse-echo
arrangement with subsequent validation at PNL. The
goal is to use the model as an engineering tool to study
effects of any type of surface condition.

6.2.1

als remains a long-rangegoal for NDE development,
Nevertheless, it is also important to establish what sizes
of larger flaws are still below critical sizes for typical
cast components, since significant benefits can be
achieved if the NDE methods can detect these larger
flaws.

When the experimental data were compared with theoretical calculation, good agreement resulted for shear
and longitudinal wave propagation and for several different step discontinuities. From these results, PNL
concludes that the theoretical model has been successfully validated.

An in-depth literature search and review of current
work on CCSS fracture mechanics evaluations was
completed, and industry contacts resulted in providing
little
information
useful
to work
this study
due tosummaries
proprietary
reasons.
The bulk
of this
contained
and descriptions of work performed at ANL on definitive lower bound J-R fracture curves for thermally aged
CCSS. Estimates of critical flaw sizes for primary
coolant piping using Argonne's toughness data, pubfished data on piping loads, and one of Battelle-Columbus's methodologies have been completed. Service
loads on PWR primarycoolant piping are relatively
low, and thus even severely aged CCSS can tolerate
50% through-wallcircumferential short flaws.
6.1.3

Introduction

6.2.2

Status of Work Performed

Work continued toward the development of surface
specifications for ultrasonic inservice inspection of LWR
piping and reactor vessels. At the Ouantitative Nondestructive Evaluation conference, held at the University
of California at San Diego from July 19-24, 1992, M. S.
Greenwood presented a paper entitled "Ultrasonic
Propagation through a Surface with a Step Discontinu-

Future Work

ity: Validation of a Hybrid, Gauss-Hermite Ray Tracing Beam Model? In this paper, included as Appendix
A to this report, the experimental data obtained at PNL
were compared with the latest theoretical model developed at CNDE. The results, presented in Fig. 3 of
Appendix A, show very good agreement for normal
incidence of the ultrasound beam upon the 0, 10, 30,
and 60 mil steps. The data for 45° longitudinal propagation, shown in Figs. 4 and 6 of Appendix A, show
very good agreement with the theoretical calculations

CCSS work for the next reporting period will focus on
finalization of experimental work for the assessment of
low frequency UT detection techniques on coarsegrained specimens, an evaluation of the utility of cross
correlationalprocessing (adaptive UT) including documentation and final software refinement, and final
reportingof the fracture mechanics evaluations on

6.3
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for the 0 and 10 mil steps; and good agreement for 30
and 60 rail steps. When the experimental data for the
45 ° shear propagation was originally compared with the
theoretical calculations, the agreement was not very
good. However, an error in the computer code was
discovered (in one line an L should have been an S)
and when this was corrected, excellent agreement resuited as shown in Figs. 5 and 7 of Appendix A.
Two sets of experimental
was very good agreement
differences between them
different alignment of the
the steel plate,

The angle at which the ultrasound strikes the top surface containing the step discontinuity must be very
accurate, because that value determines the angle of
propagation within the steel. In the second set of experimental data, the locations of the reverberations of
the ultrasound with the steel plate were obtained.
These results led to the measurement of the angle. We
were able to check the angle for shear wave generation
and confirm that the transducer bracket for the shear
wave was machined with sufficient accuracy.

data were obtained and there
between them. The slight
can be attributed to a slightly
transducer bracket relative to

The comparisons between the experimental data and
the calculations obtained from the computer code are
very good. The conclusion is that the theoretical model
has been validated.

The experimental data has been analyzed in two ways,
and one of them is a new method for analyzing such
data at PNL. The first method is the standard one of

6.2.3 Future Work

selecting a gate within the A-scan and obtaining the
largest amplitude within that gate. The result is called
a composite C-scan. In the second method, the A-scan
(voltage versus time) is fast Fourier transformed (FFT)
to yield amplitude versus frequency. The amplitude at
2 MHz can then be accurately obtained. The results of
these two methods were compared and generally the
agreement was very good, but the minima in the plots
of the experimental data were slightly deeper for the
FFT method. In these experiments we used 4-cycle and
8-cycle tone bursts, but the FFT methods can also be

Now that the first model has been validated, the next
step in the model development is to consider a pulseecho arrangement.
In this case, the transducer and
steel plate will be placed in an immersion tank. The
transducer will insonify a step discontinuity on the top
surface and the ultrasound will be reflected by a perpendicular notch. The following are parameters that
can be varied: 1) the height of the step discontinuity,
2) the distance between the step and the notch, and 3)
the height of the notch.

used for 1-cycle tone bursts or a square pulse where the
composite C-scan method would not be valid. The
programs for the FFr analysis were written for the
SUN Workstation, using the PV-WAVE software.

6.3

The analysis of the data was accomplished using a
revised version of the code provided by CNDE to PNL.
In this code the transmission of the ultrasound from the

The objective of this subtask is to provide pipe weld

bottom surface through the water is included. This is
necessary because the microprobe measuring the pressure amplitude is located about 2 mm below the bottom
surface,

spection (UT/ISI) performed on BWR piping. Five
safe-ends removed from the Monticello nuclear power

The surface with the step discontinuity is described by a
grid of points and the z value describes the height of
the surface at each point. It was found that the theoretical curve is dependent somewhat upon the distance
between the grid points. Initially, the distance was 0.12
cm and this value has been decreased to 0.03 cm. The
grid points are used in the ray-tracing part of the code.

required

NUREG/CR-4469,
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Field Pipe Characterization

6.3.1

Introduction

specimens that can be used for studies to evaluate the
effectiveness and reliability of ultrasonic inservice in-

station are no longer needed for any programmatic
work. Processes to dispose of these samples are still
under review to meet the new requirements for disposal
by state and federal agencies.

6.3.2 Status of Work Performed
This task is completed except for the disposal of the 5
safe-ends that were acquired on this task. This is not
as simple a matter as in the past since the specimens
are radioactive and because of the lead that was

6.4
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wrapped around the specimen for shipment, these are
considered mixed waste. Review of new requirements
for disposal and the funding to cover the costs are the
issues being examined at this time. When the information gathered is sufficient that specific recommendations
for a course of action can be proposed to the NRC,
then this will be done and a plan established for conducting the disposal,

This has placed an urgency on keeping programs on
track and having participants provide results according
to the PISC III rules which is within three months
following the completion of the inspections performed.
A PNL representative, J. C. Spanner, travelled to the
Risley Engineering Laboratories in Cheshire, England
on August 28-September 12, 1992, to serve as an invigilator for the PISC-III Human Reliability Studies (all
travel costs were covered by the International PISC-III
Programme office).

6.3.3 Future Work
Bury the safe-ends as soon as possible.

The work of an invigilator was to monitor the testing of
an inspector while he performed inspection tasks in a
controlled environment. This included a laboratory
called a "TEL"that permitted the lighting, temperature,
humidity, and background noise levels to be adjusted to
better simulate the conditions found in an LWR inspection environment. The inspector performed tasks based
on specific procedures and this included calibration,
inspections on a simulator, monitoring of all movements
with several TV cameras, continuous monitoring of the
inspector's body temperature, and an interview at the
beginning and end of each day. This is an important
studyand our assessment is that this is a very well
designed study. Our assessment is that this will be very
informative and provide some insight into the inspection
process and the variability that is to be expected. Perhaps some ideas on areas where improvements can be
made will be found. However, it is expected that this
study will do more to demonstrate the severity of the
problem than to provide solutions.

6.4 PISC-III Activities
6.4.1

Introduction

The objective of this subtask is to contribute to the
international Programme for the Inspection of Steel
Components III (PISC III) to facilitate current studies
on the reliability, capability, and parametric analysis of
NDE techniques, procedures, and applications. This
includes fuil-scale vessel testing; piping inspections;
human reliability, real components, nozzles and dissimilar metal welds; and modeling studies on ultrasonic
interactions. The data will be used in quantifying the
inspection reliability of ultrasonic procedures and the
sources and extent of errors impacting reliability,
The primary areas in which PNL participated include
Action No. 1 on Real Contaminated Structures Tests
(RCS), Action No. 2 on Full-Scale Vessel Tests (FSV),
Action No. 3 on Nozzles and Dissimilar Metals Welds
(NDM), Action No. 4 on Round-Robin Tests on Austenitic Steels (AST), Action No. 6 on Ultrasonic Testing
Modeling (MOD), and Action No. 7 on Human Reliability Exercises (REL). These actions are being followed to ensure that conditions, materials, and practices
in the U.S. are being included in the work so that the
results are transferable to the U.S.

During this reporting period, the team data for teams
from the USA which inspected the wrought stainless
steel capability specimen set were reviewed and deftciencies identified. The teams were then contacted and
clarification or corrections sought. Of the eight teams
that performed inspections, six teams provided high
quality and well documented data. One team had data
that became corrupted and tmuseable before the analysis could be performed, but after the inspections had
all been completed and the specimens shipped to the
next company. Another team turned in raw data with
no interpretation or data reduction which made their
contribution of little value.

6.4,2 Status of Work Performed
A number of activities have occurred during this reporting period. Several PISC IlI meetings were attended to
present status of work performed on Action 4 and to
review and assess the activities on the other actions. It
is important to understand that the PISC III program
will be completed at the end of the calendar year 1993.

The schedules for the cast-to-cast and the cast-towrought specimens was reconfirmed and everything set
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in motion for these two specimen sets to be in the USA
during the first three months of calendar year 1993.

mm in size would not be destructively analyzed. This is
a practicalitypoint because otherwise it can be prohibitive from both a cost and a time schedule standpoint.
This next year the DAG 4 will be very busy analyzing
the three capability studies and the two parametric
studies that have been conducted as part of this action.

In preparation for the wrought stainless steel reliability
study, a problem had arisen because no teams volunteered to participate in this study. As a consequence, a
request for proposal was prepared to fund teams to
participate with the request that cost sharing was highly
desirable. This request for proposal was submitted to
the PNL contracts organization. During this reporting
period, the request was sent out to perspective inspection companies. Contracts will be placed during the
next reporting period and the inspection performed.
Following the inspections by three USA teams, the
specimens will be sent to the Joint Research Centre in
Petten, Holland for the team_ in Europe to conduct
their inspections,

6.4.3

Future Work

The following activities will be performed:
•

Attend PISC IlI Management Board meetings

•

Chair DAG 4 meetings

•

Co-ordinate cast-to-cast and cast-to-wrought circulation schedule in the USA

The Data Analysis Group (DAG) for Action 4 had its
first meeting in Venice, Italy and Steven Doctor, the coleader of Action 4, was selected to be the DAG 4 chairman. During this first meeting, many organizational
factors were dealt with. It was noted that to do an
effective job on data analysis, it is imperative that all
DAG members memorize all the defects and their

•

Place the contracts for three teams to conduct the
inspections on the wrought stainless steel reliability
study

•

Set up the inspection site for the reliability study
and conduct the testing

attributes. Of course, in order to do this, destructive
results must be provided on each intentional and unintentional flaw. It was decided that flaws less than 1

•

When wrought stainless steel capabilitydata is
received, begin conducting ROC analysis on this
data set.
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Pacific Northwest Laboratory*
Richland, Washington 99352
A. Minachi, I. Yalda-Mooshabad,
and R. B. Thompson
Center for Nondestructive Evaluation
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa 50011

INTRODUCTION
This research continues our cooperative effort to study the effects of largescale surface roughness on ultrasonic transmission through interfaces and updates
our previously-reported
results [1]. The Center for Nondestructive Evaluation has
developed a model for the propagation of ultrasound through a surface and into
an isotropic metal and this model is undergoing experimental validation at
Battelle PNL. Once validated, this model will be used as an engineering tool to
study the effects of surface conditions upon an ultrasonic inspection of nuclear
reactor components. The goal is to quantify and develop requirements to limit
the adverse effects of surface conditions during such an inspection. Currently,
there are no ASME Code requirements dealing with surface conditions during an
UT inspection, Commonplace
in the field are abrupt step discontinuities on the
order of 1.5 ram. M. S. Good [2] has measured up to a 12 dB signal loss from a
10% through-wall notch due to a 1.5-mm step.
In order to see how a step discontinuity affects an ultrasonic inspecti_m,
consider the situation shown in Fig. 1 in which a transducer travels across a 0.061inch step on a 0.596-inch thick plate. Couplant gel occupies the space between
the probe and the metal surface. The path of the central ray is shown as it
refracts at the plastic-gel interface and the gel-metal interface. So that the tip of
the transducer can reach the top of the step, the transducer must be rotated by
3.02 °. A calculation shows that point P moves a distance of (I.16 inches during
this rotation and also that the pulse-echo time increases by 2.8 micr_seconds [3].
Therefore, the rotation of the transducer, even by such a seemingly small amount,
*PNL is operated
Institute.

for the U.S. Department

of Energy by Battelle
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Fig. I. Transducer crossing a step discontinuity 0.061 inches (1.5 mm) high on a
plate 0.596 inches thick.
results in some areas not being scanned effectively by the central ray of the
transducer.
ISOTROPIC MODEL: RECENT IMPROVEMENTS
Reference 1 and the references cited therein provide a description of the
hybrid,Oauss-Hermite ray tracing beam model. The experimental set-up, which
will be described in more detail shortly, is shown in Fig. 2 and we shall compare
the pressure measured by the microprobe with the predictions of the model. For
the pressure generated by the transducer,we expand an assumed piston profile in
a series of Gaussian-Herm/te basis functions, whose laws of propagation, known
analytically, are used to predict the beam profile incident on the interface. A raytracing model is then used to approximate the change in the beam as it propagates across the irregular interface. Just past the interface, the fields are reexpressed in terms of the Gaussian-Hermite beam model, which is used to
describe the subsequent propagation to the lower surface. The output of this
initial version of the code gives the amplitude versus the x-coordinate using the
coordinate system described in Fig. 2, with the effect of the lower metal surface
being neglected (i.e., the fields are predicted as if the medium were semi-infinite).
The step discontinuity is described by a square grid of points using a
coordinate system with an origin at the top of the step. The grid points range
from x (and y) between -3.0 cm to 3.0 cm with a grid point separation of 0.03 cm.
The z coordinate describes the height of the step at each grid point, where z = 0
when x is positive and z = -(step height) when x is negative. These grid points
are used in the ray tracing part of the code.
A recent improvement involves propagatingwaves from the metal into the
water below the plate, using a procedure similar to that employed at the entry
surface. Surfaces of constant phase determine the direction of the rays that strike
the bottom surface of the metal and transmission coefficients yield the amplitude
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Transducor

_8
Water
Step _,
He,ght$

Sloe,

oJ4. ,n

Microprobe
Water

i

""-+x

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up.

in the water. Since the transmission coefficients are a function of the angle of
the ray. the pressurein the water is not simplyproportional to that on the
bottom surface of the plate. "['heresults of some calculations show that, for
longitudinal waves, the principal effect is to reduce the amplitude somewhat when
x is greater than zero.

EXPERIMENTAL

OBSERVATIONS

A schematicdiagramof theexperimental
set-upisshown i,Fig.2. The
steelplate,
havinga thickness
of 0.624inches(1.585cm),contains
threesteps:I0
mils(0.0254cm),30 mils(0.0"/62
cm),and 60 mils(0.1524cm). A 0.5-inch
diametertransducer
producedultrasound
havinga frequencyof 2.0MHz. The
transducer
was mounted on a plexiglas
bracketthatwas designedto producethe
desiredincident
angle@ and thebracketwas fastenedto thesteelplate.The
distance
between thecenterof thetransducer
and thetopof thestepwas 6.3cm
forthenormalorientation,
6.4cm for45°longitudinal
wave generation,
and 6.7
cm for45° sheargeneration.A microprobe,I0 milsindiameter,
was attaciled
to
a laboratory
x-yscannerand usedto measure thepressureovera 2 inchx 2 inch
scan,every I0 milsinthex and y directions
ata distance
3 mm below thebottom
surface.
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When the incident angle O (defined in Fig. 2) is i0.4", a longitudinal wave
(¢ = 45 °) as well as a shear wave (@ = 21.7°) are produced in the steel. Iterc
we u,_eda 4-cycle tone burst to excite the transducer. When the incident angle 0
is 20.2°, only a shear wave (¢ = 45°) is produced in the steel and we used an 8
cycle tone burst, When the beam was directed normal to the step, we also used
=in8 cycle tone burst.

Normal i)ala Set i
.10 roll Sirp

'_
= 0,8[
" 0.6

te

E

O0

..............

l_o[
•,.a

--

1

_

II, rail 5h, p

b(, mil _,ep

l),h

-t

.2

0
X (¢ml

2

1

-,t

-2

0

2

1

Fig, 3. Comparison of experimental data (Data Set I) with theoretical calculations
for the normal orientation. In this figure, and all that follow, the experimental
data are indicated by solid circles and the theoretical curves, by a solid line.

_j_aration

of l_ngitudinal

and Shear Sig:mals

When the incident angle is 10.4°, I,oth longitudinal and shear waves will be
produced in the steel, Each can be detected by the microprobe. One certainly
needs to assess under what conditions there might be interference between these
two signals.
Consider a longitudinal wave generated in steel at an angle of 45° and a shear
wave at 21.7 ° and assume that they are _
waves. For a thickness of 0.624 in, a
calculation shows that the shear signal will arrive at the microprobe 3.0 microseconds after the longitudinal signal and that this time is independent of the position
of the microprobe. For this reason, we used a 4 cycle tone burst (2 microseconds
in length) in obtaining the longitudinal data at 45 °.
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The A-_can dltta were analyzed in two ways: 1) using a gated composite
Cscan and 2) it fast Fourier transf(irnl (FI:I') anltlysis, in the first method a point is
selected on tile A-sciin and the software selects, similar p.ints on all (if tile Ascans. Then it gale cif a curtain width (here, I microseclmdj
*,, ,,elected and is
centered .ver the |)tiinl. The s.fiware
_elect_ the tTlltXillltilll _tnBditude ill the A_can signal wilhin the gate. We li!s_i decided Ill ilcvehlp a I:!'_1_ lilllilysi_ allplic_ihie l_t the SIJN Wllrk_lalillii,
We aniily/cd diila u_ing b_llh nieltiqld_ lind l(iilnd
Ihal Ihurc is very little difference in lti_ re_ulls. Ihlwevcr, Fl'*l'-analy,,is capability
llcrnlil._ iis ltl ilf_e li lylle li| _iglllil _llher 1111111
ii lline hursl Ill excite lhe Irlin_thicer.
I:igurcs ,t lhrqllil_h _ sti_lw lht: cllillltliristln
_lf lhu CXllcrilllUnllil thil_i _il_lailiud
fr_lin lhu FI"i" aillily_i_ with the Ihullrcliclil
clllcuhililins.
('iirc wii_ liiken Ill ensllru
thai lhc CXlll:riilli:llliil
ilala wuru lllaced _illllr_Jprhii¢ly upon Itle iti¢clreliclil
clilcllhilitlns
tl), dclcrnlining
lhe hlcali(in cif Ihc step h_r h(tlh lhctlry and cxi_crilllenl. When ltii: data were taken, lhc micr_)llr_)b¢ was m_)ved tit the h_c_lli_n
under lhe _lt:li lind il_ iillsili_il
ill lhu _i.';iil _i_ rcc(irded,
I:il_iire 2 sh_lwk Ih¢
hlciili_ln _lf Ihe ,,lell rel;ilive l(i lhe _rigin _)t lht., cllllrdinale
_y_l¢ill, _tlich i_ iisutl
for lhu Ihe_rclical
calcuhilitliis.

A second set ill dala _,_.'_t_
al_o _)hlaim:d. I!,,_cnli_alt) lhu s_tlllu exlierimclllifl
_,t.l-u I) was used, bill il n_:galiw: hi-tl_lhir I)ul_¢ (I cych:) _'a_ al)plied l_ l|le
transducer.
The I:ul_e widlh wll_ I).44 lnicr_ec_mds
;_md1tlc liul,,er _)ulpul wtllagt'
_iis 3"75 V. "llu: rt',,uliing A-_can,_ w'crc an_dv/cd u_ing the Fl"T-m_:lh_)d
l"h_: A_cank were _ltllliiilcd by illt'rt, lllt, llllll_ Ihe tlitl_lr_il_rv x-_ _Clililler b_, (i.{i3NI tin.
Figiire 6 ,_ii_i_,_ lhc illil:i t)hlliined ii)r ihc htl illil _iclt flir lhc 45 '_ ltlngilildilllil
cake
and Iig 7, titr lhc' 4_ kllc_lr t'_i_t, hlr ;ill _Icll_.

IllS(

'1;_Si(iN

nornlal

I:igure ] _h_l_v__,ery gti_d iigrL'elllt'rll helot,con lht: cxlit:rilllClll;il
tl_il_l t(ir iht'
(irienllili_ill
tl)ala _el It lind lhe ihe_relical c;ilclilali_tii_ fllr all ill lh¢

sletls.
('orrltl_iris_n _ilh ltefert:nce 1 _h_lw_ lhlil Ihe i_v_ _t'l_ i)l thila _iTrct: vc,rv
well and _ilhin CXl_eriinenial Ulicerl_iintleS. ()he _tl_i n(il¢_ ih;ii ilic reccnilynl_ldified lhelib, gives an iinpr_lvi:d fil Ill itle d_ii_t.
When ciimllaring lhc dala _h_lwn in l:ig 4 h)r lh¢ 45' hlngiludinlil
t'asu _,,ilh
ihal ._h_lwn in Reference !, line _ue_ coinl)iirahle
rckull_ fi)r the 111lnil slell.
lh)_,cver, for lh¢ 311and 61i inil _lell._ lhe thil_l in Ilefcrencc
1 _tl_lvv _i _izeahh:
sucltnd_i_: lleak l(I lhe right ot tile in,Jill i!¢ak _hilc' ill I)_il;i ,_t:l ! tlnlv Irlil.'uk _lt
ihi_ _,eclindar%. lle_ik iire evidenl.
"l'lit_ d;il_i flir lhe 311inil _iiltl f_tl inil _letl_ ill
I_l:ft:rence I were rt:-eXilmined. /%,e_lllll}tl_,ilf ('-_,can _,_,_i,,
_lhi_lined b). lll_it'illg it
galt; lie 11.7inier(_ec_tildk _lver llit_ fir_l c)c1¢ _t lh¢ eighi cycle ltlne hilr_l. l'hi_
lylie _lf g_ilirlg _il_ tisi:d I_t clilninale
;ii!%_ inlerfcrcncu t_¢l_uuil lhc I_liigilUdill_il _illtl
_hu_ir waves. The re_ulls were lhc _;illll;. a,, rt'lltlrlt:tl in Itufert, nce I.
Addi!ion_il d_il;i fllr llll,, #_11iilil _ic't_ _i_ _lbl_iined ill I)llla Nt,l il, _tl_t_'li ili i:l 7,
h, iilld h_;r¢ _vu st'c' ;i klr(ing _t_,c'tliltt_ll-},lle_ik, e_c'ii _IrllliTt, r lh;in ii1 I/eft'rclit.'c I.
Tht' lliil_l likely ¢._til;ill;ilitlll
t_lr lht'_t, itilit, rc,ilct,_, i_ _i _lighil)ditlt,
reni _lrl¢lil;iti_)il
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of the transducer bracket upon the plate. For example, theoretical calculations
show that, if the central ray of the transducer is displaced only 1 mm from the top
of the step, significant changes occur in the theoretical curve. It is important to
note that in Fig. 6 the agreement between the data and the theoretical curve is
very good.
f

Figures 5 and 7 show the two sets of data obtained for the 45° shear case
and the corresponding theoretical curves. The agreement between the experimental data and the theoretical calculations is very good, and we shall make some
comments about this now as well as comparingthe two sets of data. For the nostep case, the agreement between theory and experiment is better in Fig. 5. One
notes that the experimental data is broader in Fig. 7. For the lO-mil step, the
small peaks to the right of the main peak are more pronounced in Fig. 7. For the
30-rail step, the theoretical calculations agree very favorably with the experimental
data in Fig. 5 and only slightly less so in Fig. 7. The reason for this is that the
peak on the left side is not as broad in Fig. 5 as in Fig. 7 and the minimum
between the two peaks has a smaller value in Data Set I. For the 6(_-milstep, the
theory agrees very well with the data in Fig. 7 due to the existence of a secondary
peak that is absent in Fig. 5. The differences in the two sets of data are probably
due to slightly different alignments of the transducer bracket relative to the plate.
In conclusion, this model provides a very good description of the data for
the normal orientation, for 45° longitudinal wave generation, and for 45° shear
wave generation. Thus, the hybrid Gauss-Hermite ray-tracing model is validated
for the step discontinuity for the goal of ascertaining the adverse effects of surface
conditions.
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